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Enrichment and discovery are immensely thrilling features of every Transatlantic Crossing, and you will
be delighted by the extraordinary talent featured through the award-winning Cunard Insights on board
enrichment programme.

Chris Difford of '70s icon band Squeeze
Voyage dates: 10 May, 24 June, 15 August, 20 September

The double Ivor Novello winning, walking enigma that is Chris Difford, one half of the
inimitable and timeless Squeeze: with his sometimes bewildering kitchen sink lyrics
and urban folk stories, Difford has brought us characters and sketches from every
day life, turning the mundane into the beautiful, the urbane into the exquisite, for
over 30 years.

During these Crossings, Chris and his team of four professional songwriters, will
offer workshops, all  about songwriting. Guests will form into groups and write a song

using their newly acquired songwriting skills. Members of the ship's musicians will also be on hand to work with
the groups on their songwriting creations. Not only will guests have a chance to benefit  from these legendary
songwriters, but the best will also have the opportunity to record their final song and take it home on CD. If you
play the guitar, bring it with you! Click here to learn more.

Elizabeth Pitcairn
Voyage date: 17 May 2011

Celebrated American violin
virtuoso Elizabeth Pitcairn has
earned a stunning reputation as
one of America's most beloved
soloists. Ms. Pitcairn made her
New York debut at Lincoln

Center's Alice Tully Hall in 2000 with the New York
String Orchestra and she appeared as soloist with the
Philadelphia Orchestra at the Academy of Music. The
signature artist performs in partnership with one of the
world's most legendary instruments, the "Red
Mendelssohn" Stradivarius of 1720, said to have
inspired the Academy Award® -winning film "The Red
Violin." Ms. Pitcairn appears on the 10th anniversary
edition of "The Red Violin" — Meridian Collection in a
special feature documentary interview. Click here to
learn more.

National Symphony
Orchestra
Voyage date: 7 October 2011

As one of the busiest free-lance
orchestras in the UK, members of
the NSO can be heard on many
major film soundtracks, and

among the many stars with whom they have appeared
are Reba McEntire and Sir Cliff Richard, who was
backed by the ladies of the NSO string section at the
Royal Albert Hall.  The National Symphony Orchestra
chooses its players not only for their musical talent
and technical ability, but also for their desire to give of
their best at all  times and to enjoy doing it!

Guests on this special Crossing will be invited to
experience what it's like to sing with the National
Symphony Orchestra on the stage of the Royal Court
Theatre. They will also have the opportunity to attend
rehearsals with the Conductor, Anthony Inglis, and
prepare for Cunard's Last Night of the Proms, which
will be staged at the end of the voyage. Click here to
learn more.

All  entertainment  and enrichment programming is subject to change without notice. In the event  of such changes in  schedule or  performers,  Cunard
will not be liable to compensate guests.  Any guest  who elects to cancel  their voyage will be subject to cancellation charges in  accordance with  our
booking policies. Further  information on the entertainment  and enrichment programming schedule will be posted on our  website,  www.cunard.com,
as it becomes available.
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